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THREE-DIMENSIONAL MOTION SIMULATION MODULE
DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE CALIBER GUN RECOIL
MECHANISM
Zhen-Gang LIANG 1*, Yu WANG 2, Yu-Xiang NAN 3, Ming HU 4, Bin SHU 5
In order to improve the design efficiency and realize the teaching
demonstration of large caliber gun recoil mechanism , the three-dimensional motion
simulation module of large caliber gun recoil mechanism was developed. The
module is composed of parametric design and motion simulation. Based on the
structure analysis and motion law of recoil mechanism, the structure template and
motion mathematic model of recoil mechanism are established, and the
man-machine interactive interface is designed. After the design parameters are
input into the interface, the design parameters are calculated by the integrated
calculation program, and the recuperator-recoil motion law curve is obtained. The
curve is optimized by changing the design parameters, and the 3D solid model is
generated by using parameter driven template.With the help of Unity3D software,
the movement simulation visualization of gun recoil mechanisim is realized by
combining the recuperator-recoil motion curve and 3D solid model.The feasibility
and validity of the module are verified by an example of a gun recoil mechanisim.
The mathematical calculation model and the motion simulation module design
method of gun recoil mechanism can provide a reference for gun designers and
teaching staff.

Key words: Large caliber gun, Recoil mechanism, Parametric design, Motion
simulation, Unity3D.
1. Introduction
The recoil mechanism is an important part of artillery [1,2]. In order to
design a recoil mechanism, designers need to design, calculate repeatedly and
modify models in accordance with the inherent design process. The workload is
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large and the efficiency is low. For shortening the research and development cycle
and improve the work performance of recoil mechanisim, He et al. [3] made use
of Simulink software to simulate the recoil mechanism of gun. Sun et al. [4] used
the ADAMS software to simulate the working principle and process of gun recoil
mechanism, and established the design scheme of gun recoil mechanism. Du and
Di [5] and Du and Wu [6], based on the MATLAB language, compiled its inverse
problem simulation program, and simulated the operation characteristics of a
complex gun recoil mechanism in order to deeply understand the structure and
working process of the recoil mechanism. There are few reports on the design of
recoil mechanism and the visualization of motion simulation combined with
design parameters. In this paper, a motion simulation module of a large caliber
gun recoil mechanism is developed based on the structural design parameters. By
optimizing the design parameters, the 3D solid model of recoil mechanism is
obtained to realize parametric design. Motion simulation and visualization are
realized according to the motion curve and a 3D solid model, which solves the
problem of repeated design and modifications, improves design efficiency and
meets the requirements of teaching demonstration of artillery design related
courses.
2. Development of three-dimensional motion simulation software
The operational simulation module of gun recoil mechanism developed in
this paper is mainly composed of parametric design module and motion
simulation module. The parametric design module includes two parts: the
parametric template construction and the judgment of the recuperator-recoil
motion law. The parametric template construction provides the input template of
model parameters and the motion model of recoil mechanism. And man-machine
interaction interface is designed, the input and display of design parameters are
realized. The submodule of judging the law of the recuperator-recoil motion takes
the information input by the user into the mathematical model and solves it, and
obtains the curve diagram of the law of recuperator-recoil motion. The designer
judges the quality of the law curve according to the design requirements, and
generates the 3D model of the recoil mechanism according to the parameters that
meet the design requirements to realize the parametric design. In the motion
simulation module, the recuperator-recoil motion law curve is obtained based on
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Establish parametric
template

the parameters and calculation, and combined with 3D model of the recoil
mechanism, the motion simulation is realized. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Flow chart of motion simulation module for large caliber gun recoil mechanism

According to the partition of each functional sub-module, the main work
of the module development is as follows: a) constructing the model template of
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recoil mechanism and establishing the motion model; b) using the standard
“Winform” program interface style to design the man-machine interaction
interface, thus making the module interface simple and clear; c) programming in
Visual Studio to receive input parameters and bring them into the mathematical
model to be solved by Runge-Kutta method; d) the result of calculation is
expressed by the “Chart” control in the form of curve, that is to say, the
recuperator-recoil motion curve is made; e) the designer can judge the quality of
the curve - if not satisfied, the input parameters can be modified and the curve can
be regenerated; f) sending messages to Unity 3D software through TCP
communication mechanism; g) with the help of UG modeling software, the 3D
model of moving parts is displayed in the model display area, and the parametric
design module is completed; at the same time, the new recuperator-recoil motion
curve is calculated and assigned to the moving parts, which realizes the motion
simulation module function of gun recoil mechanism and completes the module
development.
3. Parametric design module
3.1 Establish gun recoil mechanism template
The model of recoil mechanism adopts the structure of liquid-air
recuperator and rod recoil mechanism. Combining with the structure of recoil
mechanism, force condition and movement law, the parametric formwork is
constructed.
The template for the rod recoil mechanism is shown in Figure 2. The main
structural parameters include: inner diameter of recoil cylinder is DT, outer
diameter of recoil cylinder is D´T, outer diameter of recoil rod is dT , inner
diameter of recoil rod is d1, the recoil limit length is lλmax , the working length of
the rod recoil mechanism is L, length of rod recoil mechanism’s rod piston is lh
[7].

1-front cover; 2-sealing means; 3-flapper; 4-speed control cylinder; 5-recoil rod;
6-control rod; 7-recoil cylinder; 8-back cover
Fig. 2 Template diagram of rod recoil mechanism structure
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The area of the liquid pore is ax, which is decided by the outer diameter of the
control rod dxi and the inner diameter of the control ring dp. The calculation
formula of ax is shown in relation (1). At the same time, the shape of control rod
can be made up of 10 cylindrical segments, as shown in Figure 3. Each segment is
dxi and the length is Lxi as the design parameters to determine the control rod
dimension [8,9].
𝜋𝜋

𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 = 4 �𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝2 − 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2𝑖𝑖 �

(1)

Fig. 3 Structure diagram of recoil mechanism control rod

The template for the liquid-air recuperator is shown in Figure 4. The main
structural parameters include: outer diameter of recuperator inside cylinder is D´f.
Inner diameter of recuperator outside cylinder is Df .The diameter of recuperator
piston rod is df .The length of recuperator piston is lh. The working length of the
recuperator is L [7,10].

1-front cover; 2-compressed gas; 3-recuperator piston rod; 4-recuperator middle cylinder;
5-recuperator inside cylinder; 6-recuperator outside cylinder; 7-recuperator piston
Fig. 4 Template diagram of liquid-air recuperator structure
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3.2 Design man-machine interaction interface
The man-machine interaction interface includes two parts: the structure
parameters design of rod recoil mechanism and liquid-air recuperator.The
structure parameters design of the rod mechanism includes the structure
parameters and the control rod shape design. The input parameters correspond to
the template representation parameters by clicking the View Rod Recoil
Mechanism /Liquid-air Recuperator Template Diagram button to view the
template. Using the standard “Winform” program interface style to develop the
interactive interface as shown in Figure 5 below. Taking the design parameters of
a gun recoil mechanism as an example, after inputting the parameters, the
parameters are received by the program and applied to calculation.

Fig. 5 man-machine interaction interface

3.3 Establish recoil mechanism motion model
After the internal trajectory parameters and gun firing conditions are
known, the structural parameters are transformed into the parameters that can be
solved on the basis of mathematical relationship. According to the force and
motion law of gun recoil mechanism, the motion model of recoil mechanism is
established as relation (2), [1,2]:
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𝑑𝑑2 𝑥𝑥

𝑚𝑚ℎ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2 = 𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅

⎧
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(2)

In the formula, Fpt is the resultant force in bore, FR is the recoil resistance,
Fφh is the hydraulic resistance, F is the friction of sealing device, FT is the friction
of cradle guide rail, Ff is the recoil force, 𝑚𝑚ℎ 𝑔𝑔 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃 is the gravity component of
recoil part, θ is the angle of fire, Af is the working area of recoil piston, v is the
recoil velocity, ψ is the secondary work calculation coefficient, w is the charge
quantity, m is the mass of the projectile, A is the cross-sectional area of the guided
part, b is the attenuation coefficient of the resultant force in bore. X is the
characteristic quantity of the muzzle brake, p is the average pressure in the bore, tg
is the end of the movement in the bore, tk is the end time of the gunpowder gas
aftereffect, Fsh is the recuperate remaining force and Fr is the recuperate resultant
force.
3.4 The curve and optimization of recuperator-recoil motion
In order to improve the performance of gun recoil mechanism and increase
the stability and accuracy of gun design, it can be achieved by changing the
magnitude and flatness of gun recoil resistance [11], at the same time the design
parameters directly affect the recoil resistance. Therefore, the more ideal gun
recoil resistance curve can be obtained by adjusting the design parameters. The
adjustment of recoil resistance is realized by adjusting the control rod’s shape of
the recoil machine. The change of the control rod’s shape can change the area of
the fluid hole and cause the change of the recoil machine force. At last, the recoil
resistance force can be changed [12,13]. In this paper, the shape parameters of the
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control rod are optimized to obtain a more ideal recoil resistance force curve. The
curve before and after optimization is shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6 FR vs L for recuperator-recoil motion law

From the figure 6, it can be seen that the peak of the optimized curve
decreases, the curve changes gently, and the fluctuation is small. The design
results are in accordance with the design requirements of the gun recoil
mechanism.
3.5 Establish gun recoil mechanism model
Apply the program to get optimized design parameters and send them to
the established parameterized template. According to the design parameters, the
3D model of gun recoil mechanism is established to realize the display of 3D
model. If modify the design parameters, the 3D model can be updated. As shown
in Figures 7 and 8 [14,15], the whole part name is displayed on the left side of the
display area. One has to click on the part name to display the corresponding parts
in the display area.
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Fig. 7 Rod recoil mechanism 3D solid model

Fig. 8 Liquid-air recuperator 3D solid model

4. Three-dimensional motion simulation module
In order to more intuitively observe the movement process of gun recoil
mechanism and the changes of force and motion parameters in the movement
phase, a motion simulation module is designed. According to the motion law and
force condition of recoil mechanism, combined with the optimized design
parameters, the motion law is calculated by mathematical model and the
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recuperator-recoil motion curve is obtained, as shown in Figure 9-12.

Fig. 9 V vs L during recoil process

Fig. 11 V vs L during recuperator process

Fig. 10 L vs t during recoil process

Fig. 12 L vs t during recuperator process

In the working process of gun recoil mechanism, the recuperator piston
rod/recoil rod and piston are fixed on the gun frame body, and other parts moving
with the gun barrel are moving parts. Motion simulation reflects the motion
process by the corresponding relationship between the position and time of the
moving parts of the gun recoil mechanism. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate
the position of gun recoil mechanism moving parts corresponding to each frame.
The motion rules are sent to each moving part, and finally the motion simulation
visualization is realized through the Unity3D platform as shown in Figure 13-14,
[16]. Users can repeatedly watch the movement process of the gun recoil
mechanism, and pause to start in any movement process, inquire about the
movement and mechanical parameters of a recoil mechanism [17].
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t= 0.013 during recoil process

b

t= 0.039 during recoil process

c

t=0.09 during recoil process

d

t=0.13 during recoil process
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Fig. 13 Motion simulation diagram of recoil

From Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that the recoil process accelerates
the recoil until the maximum recoil speed is reached, then slows down gradually
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until the recoil speed is zero, and the recoil displacement increases gradually with
time until it returns to its original position. The simulation process is shown in
Figure 13, which coincides with the law of gun recoil motion.

a

t= 0.11 during recuperator process

b

t= 0.4 during recuperator process

c

t= 0.6 during recuperator process

d

t= 1.2 during recuperator process
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t= 1.48 during recuperator process

Fig. 14 Motion simulation diagram of recuperator

As shown in Figures 13 and 14, with the increase of time, the recuperator
speed decreases, and the recuperator displacement increases slowly until the
recuperator limit position is reached and the recuperator process ends. In the
process of recuperator, the movement time is relatively long, the velocity changes
a little, and keeps a steady return to the original position, which conforms to the
movement law of gun recoil mechanism, and achieves the purpose of motion
simulation of gun recoil mechanism .
5. Conclusions
Based on the structural analysis of gun recoil mechanism, a parametric
recoil mechanism template is established through the force analysis of the whole
movement process of recoil mechanism and the motion model of recoil
mechanism is established. The relationship between recoil resistance and
displacement can be determined by the motion model. A three-dimensional
motion simulation module of recoil mechanism for large caliber gun is developed
as including two parts: parametric design and motion simulation. In the parametric
design part, the recoil resistance curve is optimized by adjusting the structural
parameters and the 3D model of recoil mechanism is generated according to the
determined structural parameters to realize the parametric design of gun recoil
mechanism. The motion simulation part uses Unity3D software to realize the
motion simulation and visualization of the recoil mechanism. The motion
simulation example of recoil mechanism shows that the dynamic characteristics of
virtual simulation are consistent with the motion law of recoil mechanism. The
mathematical calculation model and module design method of gun recoil
mechanism by using three-dimensional motion simulation can provide a reference
for gun designers and teaching staff.
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